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XXVII.—On the Centrifugal Theory of Elasticity, and its Connection with the
Theory of Heat. By WILLIAM JOHN MACQUORN RANKINE, C.E., F.R.S.E.,
F.R.S.S.A., &c.

(Read December 15, 1851.)

SECTION FIRST.—Relations between Heat and Expansive Pressure.

(1.) In February 1850, I laid before the Royal Society of Edinburgh a paper,
in which the laws of the pressure and expansion of gases and vapours were de-
duced from the supposition, that that part of the elasticity of bodies which depends
upon heat, arises from the centrifugal force of the revolutions of the particles of
elastic atmospheres surrounding nuclei, or atomic centres. A summary of the
results of this supposition, which I called the Hypothesis of Molecular Vortices,
was printed in the Transactions of this Society, volume xx., as an introduction
to a series of papers on the Mechanical Action of Heat; and the original paper
has since appeared in detail in the Philosophical Magazine.

In that paper, the bounding surfaces of atoms were defined to be imaginary
surfaces, situated between and enveloping the atomic nuclei, and symmetrically
placed with respect to them, and having this property—that at these surfaces the
attractive and repulsive actions of the atomic nuclei and atmospheres upon each
particle of atomic atmosphere, balance each other. The pressure of the atomic
atmospheres at those imaginary boundaries is the part of the total expansive
pressure of the body which varies with heat; the effect of the centrifugal force of
molecular vortices being to increase it.

In the subsequent investigation it was assumed, that owing to the symmetrical
action of the particles of gases in all directions, and the small amount of those
attractive and repulsive forces which interfere with the elasticity of their atmo-
spheres, no appreciable error would arise from treating the boundary of the atmo-
sphere of a single atom, in calculation, as if it were spherical; an assumption
which very much simplified the analysis.

An effect, however, of this assumption was, to make it doubtful whether the
conclusions deduced from the hypothesis were applicable to any substances except
those nearly in the state of perfect gas. I have, therefore, in the present paper,
investigated the subject anew, without making any assumption as to the arrange-
ment of the atomic centres, or the form of the boundaries of their atmospheres.
The equations deduced from the hypothesis, between expansive pressure and heat,
are therefore applicable to all substances in all conditions; and it will be seen
that they are identical with those in the original paper; shewing that the assump-
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426 MR W. J. M. RANKINE ON THE CENTRIFUGAL THEORY OF ELASTICITY,

tion, that the atomic atmospheres might be treated in calculation as if spherical,
did not give rise to any error.

By the aid of certain transformations in those equations, I have been enabled,
in investigating the principles of the mutual transformation of heat and expansive
power, to deduce JOULE'S law of the equivalence of heat and mechanical power
directly from them, instead of taking it (as I did in my previous papers) as a con-
sequence of the principle of vis-viva. CARNOT'S law is also deduced directly from
the hypothesis, as in one of the previous papers.

(2.) Classification of Elastic Pressures.—The pressures considered in the present
paper are those only which depend on the volume occupied by a given weight of
the substance; not those which resist change of figure in solids and viscous liquids.
Certain mathematical relations exist between those two classes of pressures; but
they do not affect the present investigation.

To illustrate this symbolically, let V represent the volume occupied by unity

of weight of the substance, so that y is the mean density; Q, the quantity of heat

in unity of weight, that is to say, the vis-viva of the molecular revolutions, which,
according to the hypothesis, give rise to the expansive pressure depending on heat;
and let P denote the total expansive pressure. Then,

P=F(V,Q)+/(V) (1.)

In this equation, F (V, Q) is the pressure of the atomic atmospheres at the sur-
faces called their boundaries, which varies with the centrifugal force of the mole-
cular vortices as well as with the mean density; a n d / (V) is a portion of pressure
due to the mutual attractions and repulsions of distinct atoms, and varying with
the number of atoms in a given volume only. If the above equation be differentiated
with respect to the hyberbolic logarithm of the density, we obtain the coefficient
of elasticity of volume

1 J p 7 l

(1A.)

V V
where & denotes the cubic compressibility.

d
The latter portion of this coefficient, - ^ /(V), consists of two parts, one of

which is capable of being resolved into forces, acting along the lines joining the
atomic centres, and gives rise to rigidity, or elasticity of figure, as well to elas-
ticity of volume, while the other, which is not capable of being so resolved, gives
rise to elasticity of volume only. The ratio of each of those parts to their sum
must be a function of the heat, the former part being greater, and the latter less,
as the atomic atmosphere is more concentrated round the nucleus; that is to say,
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AND ITS CONNECTION WITH THE THEORY OF HEAT. 427

1).

as the heat is less; but their sum, so far as elasticity of volume is concerned, is a
function of the density only.

That is to say, as in equation (12) of my paper on the laws of the elasticity of
solids (Cambridge and Dublin MathematicalJournal, February 1851), let the total
coefficient of elasticity of volume be denoted thus

— ^= J -f- (p ((jj9 On? ^ 3 ) • (-L -t**/

Clt C2, C8, being the coefficients of rigidity round the three axes of elasticity, and
J a coefficient of fluid elasticity; then

J= - , Q ) - * (V, Q).

(C1 C2, C8) = - ( 1 ~ + (V, Q) ) . ^

V
For the present, we have to take into consideration that portion only of the

expansive pressure which depends on density and heat jointly, and is the means
of mutually converting heat and expansive power; that is to say, the pressure at
the boundaries of the atomic atmospheres; which I shall denote by

Pressures, throughout this paper, are supposed to be measured by units of
weight upon unity of area; densities, by the weight of unity of volume.

(3.) Determination of the External Pressure of an Atomic Atmosphere.—Let a
body be composed of equal and similar atomic nuclei, arranged in any symmetrical
manner, and enveloped by an atmosphere, the parts of which are subject to attrac-
tive and repulsive forces, exercised by each other, and by the nuclei. Let it further
be supposed, that this atmosphere, at each point, has an elastic pressure proportional
to the density at that point, multiplied by a specific coefficient depending on the
nature of the substance, which I shall denote by h. (This coefficient was denoted
by b in previous papers).

Let g and p' denote the density and pressure of the atomic atmosphere at any
point; then

-9
d
dy"

be the accelerative forces operating on a particle of atomic atmosphere, in virtue
of the molecular attractions and repulsions, which I have made explicitly negative,
attractions being supposed to predominate. The property of the surfaces called
the boundaries of the atoms is this

(i±\ = o, (p) =o. =o,
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The suffix t being used to distinguish the value of quantities at those surfaces.
Hence *x is a maximum or minimum. Those surfaces are symmetrical in form
round each nucleus, and equidistant between pairs of adjacent nuclei. Their
equation is

Let M denote the total weight of an atom; M that of its atmospheric part, and
M-JU that of its nucleus; then

M V is the volume of the atom,—

yry the mean density of the atmospheric part, measured by weight, the

nucleus being supposed to be of insensible magnitude;—
and we have the following equations

-1M; dx dy dz

(2.)

The suffix (^ denoting that the integration is to be extended to all points
within the surface

(<j,_4>1 = 0 ) .

According to the hypothesis now under consideration, Heat consists in a re-
volving motion of the particles of the atomic atmosphere, communicated to them
by the nuclei. Let v be the common mean velocity possessed by the nucleus of
an atom and the atmospheric particles, when the distribution of this motion has
been equalised. I use the term mean velocity to denote, that the velocity of each
particle may undergo small periodic changes, which it is unnecessary to consider
in this investigation.

Then the quantity of heat in unity of weight is

being equal to the mechanical power of unity of weight falling through the height
r2

2~. The quantity of heat in one atom is of course M Q, and in the atmospheric

part of an atom, /x Q.
I shall leave the form of the paths described by the atmospheric particles in-

determinate, except that they must be closed curves of permanent figure, and in-
cluded within the surface ($-^ = 0). Let the nucleus be taken as the origin of
co-ordinates, and let a, /5, 7, be the direction-cosines of the motion of the particles
at any point (JL\ y, z). Then the equations of a permanent condition of motion at
that point, are
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Their

••and
d z

(3.)

g dz d ~ ** \~dx ' '" dy

Let r be the radius of curvature of the path of the particles through (#, y, z);
and a' /3' y, its direction-cosines; then the above equations obviously become

dx dm

q dy dy

i dp' d® 9 O y _
q dz dz ^ r

If these equations are integrable,
a' 8'— dx+ —r r

(3 A.)

y
r

must be an exact differential. Let — (p be its primitive function; the negative
sign being used, because a', (3', 7' must be generally negative. Then the integral
of the equations (3) is

g = -J = j (2 Q <t> - #) + constant;

or taking g1 to denote the pressure at the bounding surface of the atom :—
2 0,

9== P, e

1

(4).

Our present object is to determine the superficial-atomic density, pv and thence

the pressure p—h gv in terms of the mean density ^ and heat Q. For this pur-

pose we must introduce the above value of g into equation (2), giving

)

whence
2 Q ,

dxdydz • (5-)

Let the volume of the atom be conceived to be divided into layers, in each of
which ^ has a constant value. Then we may make the following transforma-
tions.
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± d(b

(6.)

k being a specific constant, and -̂  and w functions of 0, and of the nature and
density of the substance.

The lower limit of integration of <p must be made-=o, that it may include
orbits of indefinitely small magnitude described round the atomic centre.

The nature of the function ^ is limited by the following condition,

(7-)l = f c l e
— CO

Let
h

Then these transformations give the following result for the pressure at the bound-
ing surface of an atom:—

— oo

h e
M V " w', w

(8.)

w'x, &c. being the successive differential coefficients of w with respect to k $, when

(4.) The following transformation will be found useful in the sequel.
Let X be the indefinite value of log* V, and Xl its actual value in the case

under consideration. Let G be the same function of X which w is of k <£, and let
G', G", &c. be its successive differential coefficients with respect to X.

Let _..
G dX= -^ — ~±

Then

p=
h/uG,

MVH, . . . (9.)

The function H has the following properties, which will be afterwards referred
to —

<m

— 00
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(5.) Case of a Perfect Gas.—As a substance is rarefied, it gradually approaches
a condition in which the pressure, under like circumstances as to heat, varies pro-
portionally to the density. This is because the effect of the molecular attrac-
tions and repulsions on the pressure diminishes with the density, so that *, w.
and G approximate to constant quantities. In the limiting or perfectly gaseous
condition, therefore,

and

p -
hfi 6 _ • h /j.
~MV~ MV

(11.)

(6.) Equilibrium of Heat: Nature of Temperature and Real Specific Heat.—
When the atmospheres of atoms of two different substances are in contact at their
common bounding surface, it is necessary to a permanent condition, that the pres-
sure in passing that surface should vary continuously.

Let (a) and (b) be taken as characteristics, to distinguish the specific quantities
peculiar to the two media respectively. Let d m denote the volume of an indefinitely
thin layer, close to the bounding surface. Then the following equations must be
fulfilled, to ensure a permanent condition:—

p (a) =p (6) ; y^-(a) = /- (b) when p'=p . . . . . (12.)
Cv lit/ \Jv Ifv

By making the proper substitutions in equation (4), it appears, that

p' = pe

Hence

dm

% A *is the same for both media: ^ . %-- e A $1 j s either a maximum

or a minimum, so that its differential is null; and d m is a continuous function

of k 0, so that ^ ^ (a)= ^ K - (b). There remains only the function of heat

hk

Therefore the condition of a permanent state of molecular motion, that is to
say, the condition of equilibrium of heat, is that this function shall be the same
for the two substances; or that

h.k..
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Hence, temperature depends on the above function only; for the definition of
temperature is, that bodies at the same temperature are in a permanent condition
as to heat, so far as their mutual action is concerned.

The ratio of the real specific heat of (a) to that of {b) is obviously

(7.) Measure of Temperature and Specific Beat—The function 6 is proportional
to the pressure of a perfect gas at a constant density. That pressure, therefore,
is the most convenient measure of temperature.

Let T denote absolute temperature, as measured by the pressure of a perfect
gas at constant density, and reckoned from a certain absolute zero, 274°'6 Centi-
grade, or 494°*28 Fahrenheit below the temperature of melting ice. Let K be a
constant which depends on the length of a degree on the thermometric scale, and
is the same for all substances in nature.

Then

+ K

(15.)

and the real specific heat of the substance, that is to say, the depth of fall, under
the influence of gravity, which is equivalent to a ris« of one degree of temperature
in the body, is represented by

» = * *
2 K

(16.)

The pressure of a perfect gas is represented in terms of temperature by
h

MVAC

It may also be expressed thus: let r0 denote the absolute temperature of melt-
ing ice in degrees of the scale employed, and Vo the volume of unity of weight of
the substance in the theoretical state of perfect gas, at the temperature of melting
ice and pressure unity:—then

(18.)

On comparing this with equation (17) we see that
hJL = Y...
KM T0

K
(19.)

Now h is the specific elasticity of the atomic atmosphere of the substance; ^~
M Vo

is the mean specific gravity of that atmosphere, when the body is in the theoretical
state of perfect gas; and K and r0 are the same for all substances in nature. There-
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1(V. fore, for every substance in nature, the mean specific gravity of the atomic atmosphere
in the theoretical state of perfect gas is inversely proportional to the specific elasticity
of that atmosphere.

Real specific heat may also be thus expressed:—
v ic TVT

1-7

in which —2 corresponds to *r^r in my former papers, and 75— to -~— or ^

The latter factor appears to depend on the chemical constitution of the sub-
stance, being the same for all simple gases.

(8.) Total Pressure of Substances in general, expressed in terms of temperature.

In equation (9) let - be put for 6: then
IXIX

T ~ f ~ K G / K2 G / '

V o T

where

' 2

G/3- 2G/G/+G/"); &c.

This formula is identical with that which I employed in my former paper, to
represent the pressure of an imperfect gas, and which I found to agree with M.
REGNAULT'S experiments, when the coefficients A and the function / (V) had been
calculated empirically.

.ofmelt- SECTION SECOND.—Relations between Heat and Expansive Power.

(9.) Variations of Sensible and Latent Heat: Fundamental Equation of the
Theory.—If the forms, positions, and magnitudes of the paths described by the
revolving particles of the atomic atmospheres be changed, whether by a variation
of mean density, or by a variation of temperature, an increase or diminution of
the vis-viva of their motion, that is to say, of the heat of the body, will take place
in virtue of that change of the paths of motion; an increase when they are con-
tracted, and a diminution when they are dilated.

, ,j[j, Let S . Q, represent, when positive, the indefinitely small quantity of heat which
must be communicated to unity of weight of a substance, and when negative,
that which must be abstracted from it, in order to produce the indefinitely small

; ff variation of temperature 8 r simultaneously with the indefinitely small variation
' J VOL. XX. PART III. 6 A
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of volume 8 V. Let 8 . Q be divided into two parts

of which 8 Q, being directly employed in varying the velocity of the particles, is
the variation of the actual or sensible heat possessed by the body; while 8 Q',
being employed in varying their orbits, represents the amount of the mutual
transformation of heat with expansive power and molecular action, or the varia-
tion of what is called the latent heat; that is to say, of a molecular condition con-
stituting a source of power, out of which heat may be developed. (8 Q' in this
paper corresponds to —8 Q' in my former papers.)

The variation of sensible heat has evidently this value
dq = U8r , . (22.)

Let 8x, Sy, 8 z, be the displacements of the orbit of the particles of atomic
atmosphere at the point (a;,y, z.) A molecule qdxdy dzis acted upon by the
accelerative forces (see equation 3 A.)

parallel to the three axes respectively.
The sum of the actions of those forces on the molecule gdxdydz during the

change of temperature and volume, is

p8y+p8
dy * dz

= — 2 Q £ (p gdxdy dz

The sum of such actions upon all the particles in unity of weight is equal in
amount and opposite in sign to the variation of latent heat: that is to say,

(23.)

To determine the value of the variation 8 0, let it be divided into two parts,
thus:—

where A(p = <p—<p1

First, With respect to 8
, 7)

it is obvious that because, according to equations

J,
— 00

we must have

Hence the first part of the integral (23) is
k V
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•V|

Bfu?

TT

V
(23 A.)

To determine the second part of the integral we have the condition, that the
quantity of atomic atmosphere enclosed within each surface at which A (p has
some given value, is invariable; that is to say

= 0

Hence

dV dr
/

S A </> =
— 00

k Q1MV e Y —

The value of the second part of the integral (23) is now found to be:—

?
o n / * 0 i * 'A*> , 1

In the double integral, let X = loge V be put for k<p, G for w, and H for the
single integral, as in equation (9.) Then the double integral becomes

— 00

Also because px M V = ^-^ by eq. (9), and r ^ = - (T—«)> the second part of

the integral (23) is found to be

h U. , N / s > d ^ TT d

Hence, adding together (23 A.) and (23 B.) we find for the total variation of
latent heat

% { 9 * ^ f a »Sfr)} . (24.)
To express this in terms of quantities which may be known directly by expe-

riment, we have by equations 10 and 9:—
J T T

+ 0 — ==i = 0, that is to say,

M
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constant.

and, therefore,

Log.H, = ~ fpdY - T-\ogeV + / ( T ) +

f (T) is easily found to be = - loge r for a perfect gas, and being independent of
the density, is the same for all substances in all conditions; Hence we find (the
integrals being so taken that for a perfect gas they shall = 0)

* !^±H-i = /Y— ^ - — \ dY--
dr J \h fxdr KY/ . r

BL M rd2v ,„ 1

and, therefore,
dr dY

M dp
h fJidr

(25.)

is the variation of latent heat, expressed in terms of the pressure, volume, and
temperature; to which if the variation of sensible heat, 8 Q=ft 8 T, be added, the
complete variation of heat, Sty + dty-d . Q, in unity of weight of the substance,
corresponding to the variations 8 V and 8 ? of volume and temperature, will be
ascertained.

It is obvious that equation (25), with its consequences, is applicable to any
mixture of atoms of different substances in equilibrio of pressure and temperature;

for in that case T J- and -j^L are the same for each substance. We have only
' d r, d r2 J

to substitute for - ^ the following expression:—

/va L ' i. I /v» 2> ' 2i I Arm

where nv w2, &c, are the proportions of the different ingredients in unity of weight
of the mixture, so that nx + n2 + &c. = 1.

Equation (25) agrees exactly with equation (6) in the first section of my
original paper on the Theory of the Mechanical Action of Heat. It is the funda-
mental equation of that theory; and I shall now proceed to deduce the more
important consequences from it.

(10.) Equivalence of Heat and Expansive Power. JOULE'S Law.—From the
variation of the heat communicated to the body, let us subtract the variation of
the expansive power given out by it, or

PS V = {p+f(V)}8Y

The result is the variation of the total power exercised upon or communicated to

* This coefficient corresponds to — — in the notation of my previous paper on the Mechanical
K

Action of Heat.
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unity of weight of the substance, supposing that there is no chemical, electrical,
magnetic, or other action except heat and pressure; and its value is:—

a Y =

(26.)

This expression is obviously an exact differential, and its integral is the follow-
ing function of the volume and temperature:—

-K) ±?dV -J/(V)dY . (27.)

Accordingly, the total amount of power which must be exercised upon unity of
weight of a substance, to make it pass from the absolute temperature T0 and
volume Vo to the absolute temperature rx and volume Vx, is

*(V1,T1)-Y(V0,T0)

This quantity consists partly of expansive or compressive power, and partly
of heat, in proportions depending on the mode in which the intermediate changes
of temperature and volume take place; but the total amount is independent of
these changes.

Hence, if a body be made to pass through a variety of changes of temperature
and volume, and at length be brought back to its primitive volume and temperature,
the algebraical sum of the portions of power applied to and evolved from the body,

;'• * whether in the form of expansion and compression, or in that of heat, is equal to zero.
This is one form of the law proved experimentally by Mr JOULE, of the equiva-

lence of heat and mechanical power. In my original paper on the Mechanical
Action of Heat, I used this law as an axiom, to assist in the investigation of the
Equation of Latent Heat. I have now deduced it from the hypothesis on which

•'wijto my researches are based;—not in order to prove the law,but to verify the correct-
ness of the mode of investigation which I have followed.

of ID? Equations (26) and (27), like equation (23), are made applicable to unity of

-• weight of a mixture, by putting 2 n ft for ft, and u - | | - for -^«
•--> more iVi •!•"•

The t ra in of reasoning in this article is the converse of tha t followed by Pro-
fessor W I L L I A M THOMSON of Glasgow, in article 20 of his paper on the Dynamical

•J ^ Theory of Heat, where he proves from JOULE'S law, tha t the quanti ty correspond-
•j$* ing to 8 T is an exact differential.

(11.) Mutual Conversion of Heat and Expansive Power. CARNOT'S Law of the
Action of Expansive Machines.—If a body be made to pass from the volume V(i

>:<J t 0 and absolute temperature T0 to the volume Vx and absolute temperature TIS and be
then brought back to the original volume and temperature, the total power exerted

• > " VOL. xx. PART in. 6 B
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will have, in those two operations, equal arithmetical values, of opposite signs.
Each of the quantities Y consists partly of heat and partly of expansive power,
the proportion depending on the mode of intermediate variation of the volume
and temperature, which is arbitrary. If the mode of variation be different in the
two operations, the effect of the double operation will be to transform a portion
of heat into expansive power, or vice versa.

Let (a) denote the first operation: (b) the reverse of the second. Then
Y 6 =Y a

The terms of Y which involve functions of T only, or of V only, are not affected
by the mode of intermediate variation of those quantities. The term on which the
mutual conversion of heat and expansive power depends, is therefore

or,

Hence,

= TpdY (a) - CpdY (b)

which last quantity is the amount of the heat transformed into expansive power,
or the total latent heat of expansion in the double operation.

Let

Then because

r^dY = /^-.
J dr J r-K dY =F

we have

pdY{a)-/ pdY(b)=J (r-K)dF(a)-/ (T-K) (b)

y

dY
(28.)

In which Ta and ̂ h are the pair of absolute temperatures, in the two operations
respectively, corresponding to equal values o/F.

This equation gives a relation between the heat transformed into expansive
power by a given pair of operations on a body, the latent heat of expansion in
the first operation, and the mode of variation of temperature in the two opera-
tions. It shews that the proportion of the original latent heat of expansion finally
transformed into expansive power, is a function of the temperatures alone, and
is therefore independent of the nature of the body employed.

Equation (28) includes CAKNOT'S law as a particular case. Let the limits of
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variation of temperature and volume be made indefinitely small. Then

and dividing by d r d V

. . v dr dq
dpdY = . -prf d\

d?T T—K

This differential equation is also an immediate consequence of equation (25.)

If ^ be put for — - , and J M for -pi it becomes identical with the equation

by which Professor WILLIAM THOMSON expresses CARNOT'S law, as deduced
by him and by Mr CLAUSIUS from the principle, that it is impossible to transfer
heat from a colder to a hotter body, without expenditure of mechanical power.

The investigation which I have now given is identical in principle with that in
the fifth section of my paper on the Mechanical Action of Heat; but the result is
expressed in a more comprehensive form.

Equation (28) like (25), (26), and (27), is applicable to a mixture, composed of
any number of different substances, in any proportions, provided the temperature,

the pressure, and the coefficients -^ ' -^ are the same throughout the mass.

(12.) Apparent Specific Heat.—The general value of apparent specific heat of
unity of weight, is

dr dr d\ dr K ' (. M r2 J d r2 dr dr) v /

agreeing with equation 13 of my previous paper.
The value in each particular case depends on the mode of variation of volume

with temperature. Specific heat at constant volume, is

K =,

When the pressure is constant, we must have

dY dr

and, consequently, d_p
dY _ dr
Tr~~~ IF

TV
therefore specific heat at constant pressure, is

/d_py

)

(31.)

dY

This agrees with equation (16) of Professor THOMSON'S paper, if J ft in his notation
= r — K.
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If the body be a perfect gas, then

^~T0\TjI+ T- T2 + V dr)

> (32.)

The fact that the specific heats of all simple gases for unity of weight are in-

versely proportional to their specific gravities, shews that j — is the same for them

all.
(13.) Velocity of Sound in Fluids.—Let a denote the velocity of sound in a

fluid, and d. P the total differential of the pressure. Then
rf'P

If it were possible to maintain the temperature of each particle of the fluid in-
variable during the passage of sound, this velocity would be simply

('•£)
V

But we have reason to believe, that there is not time, during the passage of
sound, for an appreciable transfer of heat from atom to atom; so that for each
particle

d Q/ + d(^' = O ; or, K = O in equation (29).

To fulfil this condition, we must have
dr T—K dp

TV = ~ TT~ ' cPr

Consequently,

or, by equation (31

r/P T-K

P
(34).

That is to say, the action of heat increases the velocity of sound in a fluid, beyond
irhai it would be, if heat did not act, in the ratio of the square root of the specific
heat at constant pressure, to the square root of the specific heat at constant volume.

This is LAPLACE'S law of the propagation of sound; which is here shewn to be
applicable, not only to perfect gases, but to all fluids whatsoever.
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